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Abstract

The global aerosol-climate model ECHAM5-HAM was modified to improve the rep-
resentation of new particle formation in the boundary layer. Activation-type nucleation
mechanism was introduced to produce observed nucleation rates in lower troposphere.
A simple and computationally efficient model for biogenic secondary organic aerosol5

(BSOA) formation was implemented. We studied the sensitivity of aerosol and cloud
droplet number concentrations (CDNC) to these additions. Activation-type nucleation
significantly increases aerosol number concentrations in the boundary layer. Increased
particle number concentrations have a significant effect also on cloud droplet number
concentrations and therefore on cloud properties. We performed calculations with acti-10

vation nucleation coefficient values of 2×10−7 s−1, 2×10−6 s−1 and 2×10−5 s−1 to eval-
uate the sensitivity to this parameter. For BSOA we have used yields of 0.025, 0.07 and
0.15 to estimate the amount of monoterpene oxidation products available for condensa-
tion. The dynamic SOA scheme induces large regional changes to size distribution of
organic carbon, and therefore affects particle optical properties and cloud droplet num-15

ber concentrations locally. Comparison with satellite observation shows that activation-
type nucleation significantly decreases the differences between observed and modeled
values of cloud top CDNC.

1 Introduction

Atmospheric aerosols are an important, yet poorly understood, part of the climate20

system, with largest uncertainties being associated with aerosol-cloud interactions
(Lohmann and Feichter, 2005; Penner et al., 2006; Forster et al., 2007; Baker and
Peter, 2008). The various effects of aerosols on climate can only be addressed with
the help of regional and global climate models. Most current global climate models in-
clude the main aerosol types but have a rather simplistic treatment of the aerosol size25

distribution and associated microphysical processes (e.g. Chen et al., 2007; Jones et
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al., 2007; Shindell et al., 2007). This is a serious shortcoming that needs, and probably
will, be improved in next-generation climate models (Ghan and Schwartz, 2007; Textor
et al., 2007).

The aerosol climate model ECHAM5-HAM (Stier et al., 2005) has a relatively detailed
description of aerosol microphysics, making it a promising tool for studying aerosol-5

climate interactions. However, like practically all other large-scale models, ECHAM5-
HAM has a very crude presentation of atmospheric new particle formation and sec-
ondary organic aerosol formation. In this study we will investigate how simulated
aerosol and cloud droplet number concentrations depend on the implementation of
these two processes in ECHAM5-HAM.10

Both observations and model studies have shown that atmospheric new particle for-
mation is a significant source of aerosols in the global troposphere (e.g. Kulmala et al.,
2004; Spracklen et al., 2006). At present, parameterizations for modeling purposes
are available for binary water-sulphuric acid nucleation (e.g. Vehkamäki et al., 2002),
ternary water-sulphuric acid-ammonia nucleation (Napari et al., 2002; Merikanto et al.,15

2007), ion-induced nucleation involving sulphuric acid and water (Modgil et al., 2005),
combined ion-induced and neutral formation of sulfate aerosols (Kazil and Lovejoy,
2007), and for so-called “activation-type” and “kinetic-type” nucleation involving sul-
phuric acid as a driver (Kulmala et al., 2006; Riipinen et al., 2007; Kuang et al., 2008).
Most large-scale models include only binary water-sulphuric acid nucleation, which20

leads to a serious underestimation of new particle formation in continental boundary
layers (e.g. Stier et al., 2005; Lucas and Akimoto, 2006). The existing ion-induced
nucleation mechanisms seem to suffer from the same problem (Kazil et al., 2006; Lu-
cas and Arimoto, 2006). Ternary water-sulphuric acid-ammonia nucleation appears to
perform reasonably well in certain urban centers (e.g. Gaydos et al., 2005), but has a25

tendency to produce too many particles throughout most of the global troposphere (Lu-
cas and Arimoto, 2006). The activation-type nucleation, while not yet detailed enough
to take into account all the influencing factors (e.g. Sihto et al., 2006; Riipinen et al.,
2007), appears to be a good candidate for describing boundary-layer nucleation in
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global modeling frameworks (Spracklen et al., 2006). Large-scale models cannot usu-
ally deal with small clusters formed by nucleation, so it is desirable to combine the
used nucleation parameterization with another parameterization able to deal with the
initial growth of nucleated clusters to a few nanometers (Kerminen and Kulmala, 2002;
Kerminen et al., 2004; McMurry et al., 2005; Lehtinen et al., 2007).5

Secondary organic aerosol (SOA) constitutes a substantial fraction of submicron par-
ticulate matter in the global troposphere (Tsigaridis et al., 2003; Lack et al., 2004; Fuzzi
et al., 2006), in addition to which it plays a central role in coupling atmospheric new
particle formation and production of new cloud condensation nuclei (Lihavainen et al.,
2003; Kerminen et al., 2005; Laaksonen et al., 2005; Tunved et al., 2006; Spracklen10

et al., 2008). Most of the atmospheric SOA is believed to originate from biogenic
sources, even though also anthropogenic precursor compounds may constitute a sig-
nificant contribution (Volkamer et al., 2006). Modeling SOA formation in the global
atmosphere is subject to large uncertainties (Kanakidou et al., 2005). New schemes to
simulate atmospheric SOA formation are being developed continuously (e.g. Griffin et15

al., 2005; Tulet et al., 2006; Pun and Seigneur, 2007), yet only a few global models are
able to simulate SOA formation explicitly (e.g. Chung and Seinfeld, 2002; Tsigaridis et
al., 2003; Guillaume et al., 2007; Hoyle et al., 2007; Goto et al., 2008).

In this work, we will run ECHAM5-HAM with both binary water-sulphuric acid and
activation-type nucleation schemes. Simulations with and without explicit treatment of20

SOA formation will be conducted. Our main objectives are to investigate how sensi-
tive simulated aerosol and cloud droplet number concentrations are to the nucleation
mechanism, and how important it is to simulate the distribution of SOA over the particle
size spectrum explicitly as compared with treating SOA as part of the primary organic
aerosol emissions.25
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2 Methods

2.1 ECHAM5-HAM general circulation model

We use ECHAM5 general circulation model (GCM) with HAM aerosol model (Stier et
al., 2005) for global simulations. AEROCOM emissions inventories for year 2000 are
used for sulphur compounds, black carbon and organic matter. Emissions of mineral5

dust, sea salt and oceanic DMS are calculated online. Emissions are treated as pri-
mary emissions, except for sulphur compounds, for which 2.5% of emitted mass is
considered as primary sulfate emission and 97.5% in the form of sulphur dioxide. The
aerosol module HAM includes a chemistry model that treats dimethyl sulfide, sulphur
dioxide and sulfate.10

HAM uses M7 microphysics to describe aerosol dynamics (Vignati et al., 2005). M7
includes double-moment modal microphysics scheme, where the population is com-
posed of seven log-normal distributions. M7 describes the aerosol distribution with
one soluble nucleation mode, and both soluble and insoluble Aitken, accumulation and
coarse modes. Standard deviations of the modes are kept constant in our simula-15

tions (2.00 for coarse modes, 1.59 for others) and thus advection of only number and
mass concentrations is calculated. The upper limits are 5 nm, 50 nm and 0.5µm for
nucleation, Aitken and accumulation mode, respectively. More details on size ranges
and dynamics are available in Stier et al. (2005) and Vignati et al. (2005). The most
important factor of HAM/M7 regarding this study is the fact that particles have a pos-20

sibility to grow from one mode to another by condensation, thus a physical connection
between nucleation mode (newly formed particles) and larger modes (potential cloud
condensation nuclei; CCN) can be made.

We have implemented new nucleation mechanism and dynamic BSOA scheme in
M7. Nucleation formulations were done by changing the nucleation subroutines, keep-25

ing the dynamics of M7 otherwise as in ECHAM5-HAM. For the BSOA condensation
experiment, three new tracers were introduced to include organic matter in soluble nu-
cleation and insoluble accumulation and coarse modes. These modifications had only
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a minor effect on model computational efficiency.
All Experiments were conducted with T42 horizontal resolution, which corresponds

to approximately 2.8◦×2.8◦ grid. Vertically, 19 hybrid levels were used, extending up
to 10 hPa. A time step of 30 min was used for all calculations including chemistry
and aerosol microphysics. For each simulation, we performed a model spin-up for six5

months to initialize aerosol fields, and continued with a one-year simulation for analysis.
To estimate inter-annual variations, some Experiments were simulated for a five-year
period. Resulting statistics are calculated from model output resolution of six hours.

2.2 Cloud droplet activation scheme

We coupled aerosol concentrations to CDNC using the double-moment cloud micro-10

physics scheme by Lohmann et al. (2007), where aerosols are activated as cloud
droplets according to Lin and Leaitch (1997) with a 0.035µm cut-off radius. Aerosol
composition was not taken into account in the activation parameterization. This
scheme was used in all simulations throughout this paper. We did not investigate any
potential impact on ice clouds.15

2.3 New particle formation due to nucleation in atmosphere

Modeling new particle formation is not an easy process to consider in a modal model.
Freshly nucleated particles can have sub-nanometer sizes. These particles grow by
condensation, but still remain inside the nucleation mode until they reach a radius of
∼5 nm. A single lognormal distribution can not keep track of aged nucleation mode par-20

ticles and freshly formed particles, therefore information of the early growth of particles
is lost. In this study, we use a formulation by Kerminen et al. (2004) to estimate the
formation rate of particles of 3 nm in size. This was done using the equation (Kerminen
and Kulmala, 2002; Kerminen et al., 2004):

J3 nm = Jnuc × exp
[
γ ×

(
1

3.0 nm
− 1

dnuc

)
× CS ′

GR

]
, (1)25
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where Jnuc is the nucleation rate of particles of size dnuc, J3 nm is the formation rate of
3 nm size particles, CS’ is proportional to the condensation sink and γ is a function of
ambient conditions, properties of the nuclei and pre-existing particle population. Two
assumptions were made in calculating the growth rate of sub-3-nm particles (GR) in
Eq. 1. First, only sulphuric acid was assumed to condense on particles smaller than5

3 nm, and second, the condensational flux of sulphuric acid can be described with the
free molecular regime formulation. With these assumptions, we obtain (Kerminen and
Kulmala, 2002):

GR ≈ 3.0 × 10−9

ρnuc

∑
i

c̄iMiCi , (2)

where GR is in nm hour−1, ρnuc (kg m−3) is the density of the nuclei, c̄i (m s−1) is the10

molecular speed of sulphuric acid, Mi (g mol−1) is its molecular weight and Ci (cm−3) is
its vapor concentration. The term 3.0×10−9 contains all the constants and conversion
factors between the units. Our assumptions may lead to an underestimation of the
value of GR below 3 nm. As a result, for a given nucleation rate (Jnuc) and size (dnuc),
a conservative estimate of J3 nm will be obtained.15

In activation-type nucleation, sulphuric acid “activates” pre-existing clusters for fur-
ther growth. For this type of nucleation, the actual nucleation rate Jnuc can be postu-
lated simply as (Kulmala et al., 2006)

Jnuc = A × [H2SO4] (3)

The activation coefficient A contains information about the concentration of the back-20

ground clusters and dynamics between them and sulphuric acid molecules. The co-
efficient A varies from one location to another, and for example in Hyytiälä conditions
it is reported to be on the order of 10−6 s−1 (Sihto et al., 2006; Riipinen et al., 2007).
Few measurements are available that can provide information about the spatial distri-
bution of the activation coefficient, so we have to assume a constant coefficient A for25

the whole atmosphere. In this study, we assumed a value of 2×10−6 s−1, but we tested
10961
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the sensitivity of aerosol and cloud droplet concentrations to this coefficient. We also
assumed that the radius dnuc of activated clusters is 1 nm.

Binary nucleation in the ECHAM5-HAM is based on Vehkamäki et al. (2002) param-
eterization of homogenous water-sulphuric acid nucleation. We performed simulations
with different implementations of combining the two nucleation methods:5

1. activation-type nucleation as a simultaneous process with binary nucleation,
where both nucleation mechanism used the same sulphuric acid concentration
to estimate J3 nm, and these formation rates were summed up to obtain the appar-
ent formation rate;

2. as above, but with activation nucleation considered only below altitudes of10

800 hPa;

3. as 1., but using only the higher J3 nm of the two methods to calculate the apparent
formation rate;

4. assuming that activation nucleation happens first, then recalculating remaining
sulphuric acid concentration and then calculation of binary nucleation and;15

5. using binary nucleation only, without using Eq. 1.

Most of the Experiments were done using 1. and 5., but we evaluated the sensitivity
of the model to the choice of the implementation.

2.4 BSOA distribution mechanism

In the original ECHAM5-HAM SOA formulation, the biogenic monoterpene emissions20

of Guenther et al. (1995) are used to calculate the formation of biogenic secondary
organic aerosol (BSOA). A yield of 0.15 estimates the fraction of oxidation products
available for condensation. Oxidation products are handled as primary emissions: the
soluble fraction (assumed 65%) is emitted evenly into the soluble Aitken and accumu-
lation modes, and insoluble fraction is emitted into the insoluble Aitken mode. All the25
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organic mass emitted to insoluble Aitken mode was assumed to be primary particles
of size 30 nm. Organic mass emitted to soluble modes is assumed to condense on
pre-existing particles.

The dynamic BSOA scheme introduced here does not use any prescribed assump-
tions about the size distribution or solubility of the organic material. Instead, we use5

information about the available aerosol surface area. For every grid point in the low-
est simulation level, the condensation sink for each mode is calculated from the M7
parameters. This information is then used to estimate the fraction of organic matter
condensing on each mode. With M7 we are able to retrieve size distribution of SOA,
while bulk aerosol models have to assume a radius for SOA (Goto et al., 2008). Oxida-10

tion of emitted biogenic organic compounds, as well as the condensation of oxidation
products, is assumed to be so rapid that we can partition the organic vapor directly
to the aerosol phase during one time step (30 min) at the point of emission and thus
there is no need to transport the organic material. In case of condensation this is
a reasonable assumption, except at locations having a very low pre-existing aerosol15

surface area. The production of condensable vapours by oxidation processes may,
however, proceed substantially longer. On the other hand, without knowing the exact
oxidation chain of the emitted precursor compounds, assuming an immediate oxidation
can be considered as good assumption as any other over which this oxidation might
take place. The hygroscopic properties of organic aerosols are treated as in ECHAM5-20

HAM. The dynamic formulation of BSOA formation allows biogenic organic vapors to
condense on freshly formed particles, which increases particle growth rates and hence
increases CCN concentrations after new-particle formation events.

3 Results

The Experiments done in this study are listed in Table 1. Experiment B serves as25

a base-case, since it uses standard ECHAM5-HAM binary nucleation and BSOA
scheme. In Experiments A0, A1 and A2 only the nucleation mechanism is modified and
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in Experiments S0, S1 and S2 only the BSOA scheme is changed. Experiments AS1
and AS2 describe new particle formation with both activation nucleation and dynamic
BSOA scheme.

3.1 Sensitivity of aerosol number distributions and particle formation rates to the
choice of nucleation mechanism5

Nucleation mode aerosols originate solely from atmospheric new-particle formation
in ECHAM-HAM. As a result, the number concentration of nucleation mode particles
provides a good measure of the effect of nucleation on particle number concentration
without ignoring their coagulation losses below detectable sizes. The number concen-
tration of nucleation mode particles is not directly related to the nucleation rate but it10

provides a comparable measure for evaluating model results against aerosol measure-
ments. Another factor of interest is the Aitken mode particle number concentration,
as it is also somewhat controlled by growing nucleation mode particles and has the
potential to have climate effects e.g. by acting as cloud condensation nuclei.

Figure 1 shows the annual average vertical profiles of nucleation mode number con-15

centration and total number concentration without nucleation mode in Experiments B,
A0, A1 and A2. Pure binary nucleation produces high nucleation mode number con-
centrations in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere with a peak concentration
around 200 hPa, which is the only region where binary nucleation rates in average ex-
ceed activation nucleation rates. However, concentrations of both nucleation and other20

modes are low in the boundary layer. Experiments with both binary and activation-type
nucleation flatten the vertical profile by increasing concentrations in the lower tropo-
sphere and by reducing the binary nucleation peak in the upper troposphere. Part
of the difference between B and A simulations in Fig. 1 comes from the fact that Ex-
periments with activation-type nucleation use Eq. 1 to scale nucleation rate to J3 nm.25

Thus, the average radius of nucleation mode particles in upper troposphere is smaller
in Experiment B than in other experiments. This can be seen indirectly in Fig. 1 when
comparing concentration of nucleation mode particles to concentration of particles in
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larger modes. In the upper troposphere, nucleation mode concentrations produced
only with binary nucleation are much larger than concentrations of larger particles,
since only a fraction of nucleation mode particles grow to larger sizes. The difference
between the concentrations is smaller in activation-type experiments, since average
nucleation mode radius is already closer to Aitken mode radius. By taking this into5

account, solid lines in Fig. 1 are more comparable with each other, since they exclude
nucleation mode concentration. It can be seen that even the smallest activation coef-
ficient (Experiment A0) increases the total number concentrations by a factor of 2.5 at
the surface.

In Fig. 2, aerosol number concentrations in different size classes are compared be-10

tween binary nucleation and activation-type nucleation. Figure 2a shows that binary
nucleation produces large number concentrations in regions where the temperature
and pre-existing aerosol surface area are low and the relative humidity is high. This
leads to a band of particles between 100 hPa and 300 hPa with increased concentra-
tions also in lower tropospheric polar areas. In general, concentrations in the lower15

troposphere are low with only a small increase near 30◦ N. This lack of particles in the
lower atmosphere at mid latitudes is mainly caused by low binary nucleation rates.

A feature of the original ECHAM5-HAM binary nucleation scheme was the absence
of Aitken and accumulation mode particles in the upper troposphere at the equator, be-
tween 100–200 hPa, which was visible even in annual average concentrations shown20

in Stier et al. (2005). This behavior is partly due to a minor technical error in applica-
tion of the Vehkamäki et al. (2001) parameterization in this region: the ECHAM5-HAM
formulation sets the nucleation rate to zero outside the validity range of the parame-
terization. However, even when the values at the limit of the validity range are used
when the arguments are outside of the validity range, the tropopause concentrations of25

nucleation mode particles are less in the tropics than in middle latitudes, even though
the difference is much smaller than in figure 4a of Stier et al. (2005).

Results from Experiment A1 (middle panel in Fig. 2) show a similar, but weaker con-
centration band in the upper troposphere and increased concentrations below 700 hPa,
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as compared with Experiment B. The ratio of concentrations (rightmost panel in Fig. 2a)
shows that activation-type nucleation increases surface-layer concentrations of nucle-
ation mode particles between 40◦ S–50◦ N by an order of magnitude, and concentra-
tions at around 30◦ N are even 100 times higher than those with the binary nucle-
ation scheme only, mostly due to large sulphur emissions. In the upper troposphere,5

activation-type nucleation decreases nucleation mode particle concentrations signifi-
cantly. However, this effect stems mainly from the fact that the average radii of nu-
cleation mode particles produced by binary nucleation (Experiment B) are significantly
(2–3 times) smaller than those observed in Experiment A1. Again, number concentra-
tions of particles in larger modes are more comparable with each other.10

The results for Aitken and accumulation mode (Fig. 2b and c) are interesting for
climate considerations, since nucleation mode particles themselves are too small to be
activated into cloud droplets or to interact with atmospheric radiation. Activation-type
nucleation increases Aitken mode number concentrations by a factor of 2–3 throughout
the surface layer with a high increase near 30◦ N. In contrast to the nucleation mode,15

Aitken mode particle number concentrations are increased throughout the atmosphere,
with an order of magnitude increase at 100 hPa. This also demonstrates that nucleation
mode particles are effectively growing into the Aitken mode. The growth continues
until accumulation mode sizes, as can be seen from the increased concentrations of
Fig. 2c. While the spatial patterns of nucleation mode and Aitken mode concentrations20

are significantly altered, the spatial distribution of accumulation mode particles is quite
similar in Experiments B and A1: concentrations in the boundary layer are somewhat
increased and upper troposphere concentrations show a small decrease. This is due
to that majority of accumulation mode particles are from primary emissions. The effect
on coarse mode particles was insignificant; changes are purely due to indirect changes25

in atmospheric dynamics, especially loss processes for largest aerosol particles (e.g.
precipitation).
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3.2 Sensitivity to the value of activation coefficient

Since the activation coefficient A in Eq. 4 was originally derived from experimental data
with limited geographical scale (mostly from boreal forest), it is necessary to investigate
how sensitive the aerosol concentrations are to the chosen value of this coefficient. As
all the physical and chemical factors affecting the coefficient are currently not known,5

we have used a constant value for all atmospheric conditions. This choice enables us
to estimate the sensitivity of the aerosol concentrations and CDNC to this parameter
and to make first estimates of the realistic range of this parameter for further studies.

Figure 3 shows the annual arithmetic-average formation rate of 3 nm particles with
activation-type nucleation, and Fig. 4 shows the resulting annual-average nucleation10

mode particle number concentration in the surface layer for different values of the acti-
vation parameter. As expected, the sensitivity of the particle number concentration to
the value of A is much lower than the sensitivity of the particle formation rate. The spa-
tial distribution of the total number concentration over the continents does not change
dramatically between Experiments A0, A1 and A2. The largest differences can be15

found in maritime regions, both in continental outflow and over remote ocean areas.
Interestingly, results show very little nucleation in tropical rainforest regions of South
America, which is in agreement with observations (Rissler et al., 2006).

3.3 Distribution of BSOA over the particle population

In the following, we investigate how the treatment of BSOA formation affects the sim-20

ulated aerosol properties. Although the modified mechanism we use is rather simple,
it is important to know how much the physical representation of the condensation will
affect the partitioning of organic species in the aerosol distribution, and how much this
affects particle growth and eventually CDNC.

The original ECHAM5-HAM uses constant size and solubility distribution for BSOA25

emissions. Figure 5 shows how the dynamic SOA model partitions biogenic organic
mass between the soluble Aitken and accumulation modes. The original ECHAM5-
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HAM assumes a 1:1 partitioning between these modes. On the average, this assump-
tion is rather good in northern hemispheric remote areas, but for many important BSOA
source regions organics are condensing mostly on larger particles. In equatorial areas
in both Africa and South America the accumulation mode can even be a ten times more
efficient sink for BSOA than the Aitken mode. So actually the dynamic BSOA scheme5

has two counteracting effects regarding CDNC. It allows the condensation of organ-
ics onto the nucleation mode and hence provides additional growth for freshly-formed
aerosols, which increases Aitken mode particle concentrations and thereby CDNC.
However, with the dynamic scheme, more organic mass is partitioned to the accumu-
lation mode compared with the Aitken mode, which on the average decreases CDNC10

when compared to the original scheme. Figure 5 shows that over boreal forest areas,
the Aitken mode is a significant sink for BSOA and hence the dynamic BSOA scheme
would increase CDNC.

The dynamic BSOA scheme does not make any assumption about the solubility of
the condensing organics; all seven modes are equally likely to act as condensational15

sinks for the organics. The original ECHAM5-HAM assumes that 65% of the biogenic
organic vapors are soluble. Figure 6 shows how different the situation is with the dy-
namic model. It can be seen that the majority of the organic mass is condensing onto
the soluble modes. Condensation onto the insoluble modes reaches a maximum of
∼30% in areas where significant concentrations of insoluble aerosols are available.20

3.4 Effects of nucleation mechanisms and BSOA formation to aerosol number con-
centrations at the surface

Table 2 compares annual median predicted aerosol number concentrations to mea-
sured values at several remote locations. Concentrations are provided as CN10 (par-
ticle diameter >10 nm) and CN100 (>100 nm). We consider CN10 as a representative25

of the particle number concentration outside the immediate range of nucleation and
CN100 as a rough estimate of CCN. These choices were made for easy compari-
son with measurements. Activation-type nucleation increases CN10 by a factor of 2 in
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several locations (Experiment A1 compared to B). The dynamic BSOA scheme can de-
crease CN10 in locations of low emissions fields of biogenic organic vapors (Zeppelin
and Mace Head), but generally it increases CN10 by a few tens of percent compared
to the primary emission scheme. The effect of BSOA on CN100 is not as clear, but the
use of dynamic BSOA scheme seems to decrease CN100 (Experiment AS2 compared5

to A1). In general, the B simulations give better agreement with measurements for
CN10 than A simulations in remote areas. On the other hand, modeled concentrations
in polluted areas are improved significantly in Experiments with activation nucleation.

3.5 Effects of nucleation mechanisms and BSOA formation to cloud properties

Both activation-type nucleation and dynamic BSOA scheme have significant effects10

on cloud droplet number concentrations. Since the cloud droplet activation model
we use does not take aerosol composition into account, changes in CDNC are only
due to changes in the aerosol size distribution. Figure 7 shows how the com-
bined effect of activation-type and dynamic BSOA scheme (Experiment AS1) changes
CDNC as compared with CDNC predicted by the original model. The figure shows15

a histogram of CDNC calculated from annual average CDNC field for the whole at-
mosphere. Compared with the original ECHAM5-HAM, Experiment AS2 (with both
activation nucleation and dynamic BSOA formation) has slightly fewer model grid
boxes with CDNC <25 cm−3. More interestingly, the number of grid boxes with
25 cm−3<CDNC<100 cm−3 is increased significantly. Experiment B has practically no20

model grid boxes with CDNC above 50 cm−3, but Experiment AS2 has a small but
significant number of grid boxes with high CDNC.

The qualitative effect on the CDNC distribution can be seen in Fig. 8, where CDNC in
Experiments B and AS2 is presented as a function of latitude and altitude. Similar spa-
tial patterns can be seen in both experiments, which is due to similar annual-average25

cloud fields generated by ECHAM5-HAM, suggesting that activation-type nucleation
did not have significant impact on general cloudiness in these short simulations. CDNC
in the Northern Hemisphere reaches its maximum values at 30◦ N–60◦ N. The weaker
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maximum in the Southern Hemisphere originates from marine emissions and is located
more towards the pole, at ∼75◦ S. Between 30◦ N–60◦ N, below 950-hPa level, CDNC
is increased at maximum by 60 cm−3 due to activation-type nucleation. This kind of
an increase might have a significant impact on radiative properties of clouds even in a
global scale.5

The sensitivity of CDNC against activation coefficient A is presented in Fig. 9, which
shows the annual zonal average CDNC in Experiments A0, A1 and A2. It seems that
CDNC is rather sensitive to activation coefficient, mainly in the Northern Hemisphere.
Differences between Experiments A2 and A1 in 30◦ N–60◦ N in BL are in the order of
10–30 cm−3. Still, it must be noted that even Experiment A0 produces significantly in-10

creased concentrations when compared with Experiment B. The inclusion of activation-
type nucleation and dynamic BSOA scheme increases CDNC significantly in all cloudy
areas, and most of this increase is due to nucleation.

Vertical profiles in Fig. 10 provide a more general picture of CDNC in different exper-
iments. Figure 10 shows that over land, all Experiments with activation-type nucleation15

increase CDNC by a factor of 2 throughout the atmosphere, and that the effect is slightly
stronger above oceans. Also the sensitivity to the activation coefficient is stronger in
maritime atmosphere. This higher sensitivity to nucleation method is due to relatively
higher proportion of CDNC in remote oceans from nucleation as the primary particle
numbers and hence coagulation sinks in these areas are much lower. It can be seen20

that on average, the use of the dynamic BSOA scheme decreases CDNC (solid blue
and green lines) and an increase in BSOA yield will decrease CDNC. Since our model
considers only continental BSOA sources, the BSOA scheme has practically no effect
over oceans.

Figure 11 presents cloud-top CDNC over maritime regions in Experiments B and25

AS2. Primary emissions and binary nucleation in Experiment B produce very low
cloud-top concentrations. Only a few small areas have CDNC above 100 cm−3, and
most values are around 60 cm−3. Highest concentrations are situated in two belts,
between 10◦ N and 50◦ N in the Northern Hemisphere and between 0◦ S and 50◦ S in
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the Southern Hemisphere. As with zonal patterns, activation-type nucleation does not
change the spatial distribution of CDNC but increases cloud-top CDNC in areas with
high sulphuric acid concentration. Maximum average values reach 400 cm−3 in Exper-
iment AS2. There is some increase in all ocean basins, mainly near the coasts. Major
differences are found, however, in regions of a continental outflow: west of North- and5

South-America, Europe and South-Africa, and east of China due to higher nucleation
rates over the continents. Parts of these areas are defined in Fig. 11 and examined in
detail in Table 3. Binary nucleation significantly underestimates cloud top CDNC in all
regions considered. Experiments A0, A1 and A2 increase cloud top CDNC in average
by factor of 2.1, 3.1 and 3.8 in comparison with Experiment B, respectively. Activation10

nucleation in general gives much better agreement with measured values, especially
Experiment A0.

3.6 Temporal variability of aerosol and cloud droplet number concentrations

Since our simulations do not use nudging of meteorological fields, we have to quantify
the error caused by different meteorology in the experiments. In order to estimate the15

inter-annual variability of aerosol and cloud droplet concentrations, we extended Exper-
iment AS2 over a five-year simulation period. In case of the vertical profiles of aerosol
concentrations (Fig. 1), the standard deviation for five distinct years is less than 1% of
the corresponding annual average particle number concentrations. CDNC are more
sensitive to changes in model meteorology than aerosol concentrations. The standard20

deviation of annual global average CDNC above land (Fig. 10a) reaches a maximum of
4 cm−3 at 1000 hPa and stays below 1 cm−3 above the 800-hPa altitude. The difference
in CDNC above land between Experiments AS2 and B is therefore 15 times larger than
the inter-annual standard deviation. Above oceans (Fig. 10b), the standard deviation
is lower (maximum 1.6 cm−3) and the signal due to activation-type nucleation is about25

30 times larger than the standard deviation. It should be noted that global averaging
reduces the effect of inter-annual variability: the standard deviation of cloud-top CDNC
in regions of Fig. 11 is about 15% of the difference between Experiments AS2 and B.
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The intra-annual variability shows also a clear seasonal pattern. With activation-type
nucleation, northern-hemispheric aerosol concentrations are highest during the local
summer (June and July). Concentrations in the Southern Hemisphere are generally
lower, but as with the Northern Hemisphere, they have a peak during the local summer
months (December to January).5

4 Discussion

Our intention was to present the sensitivity of aerosol and cloud droplet number con-
centrations to changes in the ECHAM5-HAM nucleation module and BSOA mecha-
nism. By varying related parameters, such as activation coefficient or BSOA yield, we
were able to determine the sensitivity of the aerosol and cloud systems.10

Comparison of nucleation mechanisms showed a significant sensitivity to the used
nucleation mechanism (binary or activation-type nucleation) and a slightly smaller sen-
sitivity to the chosen activation coefficient. However, the use of a constant activation
coefficient for the whole atmosphere requires some discussion. Experiments done in
this paper show that activation-type nucleation lowers the particle formation rates in up-15

per troposphere in comparison to binary nucleation. This result somewhat decreases
the agreement shown in figure 5 of Stier et al. (2005) with aircraft observations. The
activation coefficient is a semi-empirical factor based on limited number of surface mea-
surements (Kulmala et al., 2006). In contrast to the binary nucleation scheme used,
which is based on solid thermodynamic basis, the activation-type nucleation process20

itself is not well known. For example, the exact relationships between the coefficient
A and other physical parameters are poorly known. Likewise, there are several indi-
cations that the nucleation mechanism in the boundary layer is of either activation or
kinetic type (e.g. Sihto et al., 2006; Riipinen et al., 2007; Kulmala et al., 2007; Kuang
et al., 2008), it is still somewhat unclear whether activation nucleation is a realistic rep-25

resentation of new-particle formation in the global atmosphere. For these reasons, we
can only study the sensitivity of other variables, such as aerosol and cloud droplet num-
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ber concentrations, against this coefficient. The coefficient A is a surrogate for possibly
many physical and chemical processes behind nucleation, and even though it seems to
produce the observed particle formation events quite well near surface in many cases,
the use of the same value in the upper atmosphere results in speculative results. The
mechanism behind activation nucleation implicitly assumes that sulphuric acid forms5

stable particles with some other species (e.g. ions, other sulphur chemistry products
or organics). However, a constant activation coefficient does imply that the concentra-
tions of these “seeds” are constant in the atmosphere or at least that some competing
process compensates changes in pre-existing clusters, which are most probably very
rough approximations. On the other hand, recent observations support the idea that10

the concentration of atmospheric clusters near surface is relatively constant (Kulmala
et al., 2007). If we could have more detailed information on the real chemical and phys-
ical nature of the activation nucleation, we could scale the coefficient better in upper
atmosphere conditions. This formulation would then naturally increase the competing
binary nucleation rates drastically, reducing the concentration reduction in the upper15

atmosphere.
In the binary nucleation case, nucleation and primary emissions together are unable

to create realistic aerosol number concentrations in the lower troposphere using the
ECHAM-HAM model, as discussed by Stier et al. (2005). The activation nucleation
gives, however, very promising results near the surface, creating quite realistic number20

concentrations of especially Aitken and accumulation modes, which are as yearly aver-
ages well comparable with average concentrations from continuous surface measure-
ments. Comparisons in Table 2 show that, in general, Experiments with activation-type
nucleation typically give a better agreement in polluted regions but overestimate CN10
in remote areas. We attribute these overestimations partly to high average concentra-25

tions with high variability of apparent nucleation rates, which in turn is very closely con-
nected with Eq. 1. Especially the exponent term is sensitive to condensation sink (back-
ground aerosol concentration). In reality, it takes longer than one time step (30 min) for
newly nucleated aerosol particles to grow to detectable sizes. However, the parameter-
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ization of Kerminen and Kulmala (2002) uses only instantaneous aerosol distribution to
calculate the removal prior to growth to detectable sizes and adds the surviving newly
nucleated particles directly to the model grid box in the same time step. This approach
is much more sensitive to local variations in the aerosol concentrations and sulphuric
acid concentrations than a more detailed simulation on the smaller particles. However,5

the method of Kerminen and Kulmala (2002) is better suited for larger scale models:
It does not increase the number of tracers, which improves the calculation efficiency,
and it does include the main physical processes of growth and losses. Even with the
current parameterization, the geometric means of the nucleation mode concentrations
and nucleation rates are close to the observed values. This result together with realistic10

values of Aitken mode number concentrations gives some confidence in using this pa-
rameterization to obtain the effective nucleation source rate to the aerosol population
near the surface. When comparing the results with Experiment using the original binary
nucleation, we must consider the poor performance of modal model representation of
nucleation mode in case of strong simultaneous nucleation and growth: fixed standard15

deviation of nucleation mode distorts the particle number and size in comparison with
more realistic size description. Also, all of the comparisons with measurements should
be considered as qualitative, as all of the ECHAM5-HAM simulations in this paper were
done with model’s own (non-nudged) meteorology. Use of a chemical transport model
or nudging ECHAM5-HAM would make it easier to compare with field observations, but20

this study was designed as a sensitivity analysis including all feedback mechanisms of
a GCM.

Cloud droplet number concentration was shown to be sensitive to new-particle for-
mation. Firstly, the implementation of activation-type nucleation increased aerosol
number concentrations in the lower troposphere and hence provided more seeds for25

cloud droplets. Secondly, the new dynamic BSOA scheme provided additional growth
of freshly formed particles. The cloud droplet activation scheme used in this study had
an activation diameter in the Aitken mode of the model, and therefore changes in the
Aitken mode led directly to changes in CDNC. If a GCM framework does not include
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the possibility of cloud activation in the Aitken mode (as it seems to be the case in
many modal models), the resulting CCN numbers might be severely underestimated.
Part of the sensitivity estimate does, however, come from the chosen cloud-activation
scheme.

Satellite observations provide information on the global scale for multi-year5

timescales. Unfortunately, instruments used in satellite observations are not able to
give direct information about the aerosol size distribution or CDNC, but with several
assumptions it is possible to use their estimates for comparison. Bennartz et al. (2007)
used two and half years of MODIS satellite data (from July 2004 to December 2005) to
produce an overview of CDNC over oceans. Figure 11 shows modeled cloud top CDNC10

values using the same color scale as in figure 7 of Bennartz et al. (2007). Comparing
the Bennartz et al. (2007) Fig. 7 top left subfigure (“all cases”) to our Experiment AS2
results show reasonably good agreement on the cloud top CDNC. Since the inter-
annual variability of cloud-top CDNC was small, the good agreement is also visible in
longer five-year simulations. While binary nucleation is unable to produce observed15

CDNC near coastlines, activation-type nucleation gives similar results as observed. A
good agreement is seen in all five marked regions, as well as in Gulf of Mexico, East of
North America and Arabian Sea. From Table 3 one can see that activation-type nucle-
ation itself does reduce the differences between modeled and observed CDNC signif-
icantly and quantitatively. Experiment A0 performs best in almost all selected regions,20

but note that it is possible to use other combinations of different activation coefficients
and SOA yields outside of the range of values used in these simulations. Also, errata
for Bennartz et al. (2007) (Bennartz and Harshvardhan, 2007) discussed the possibility
of underestimating the CDNC values on the order of 10% in the presence of aerosols
over clouds, which could indicate that simulations A1 or AS1 are closer to observed25

values. Note that the reported average CDNC values by Bennartz et al. (2007) do not
exceed 200 cm−3 although higher values are frequently obtained in both simulations
and atmospheric observations (e.g. Miles et al., 2000).

We calculated the nucleation rates using standard ECHAM5-HAM T42 grid. If the
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sources or concentrations of the trace gases or aerosols are very non-homogenous,
changing the grid size of global-scale simulations can lead to significant changes in the
results. We tried to approach this problem by using simulations of different resolutions
within ECHAM5-HAM. The results showed that resulting aerosol or cloud droplet num-
ber concentrations do not change significantly with changing resolutions. However,5

part of this result might be due insufficient knowledge of the spatial non-homogeneity
of sources and possibly due to the simplified linear nucleation method. It could be that
nucleation mechanisms having a non-linear dependence on the sulphuric acid concen-
tration might be more sensitive to resolution changes. Local nucleation rates might be
heavily influenced by subgrid-scale changes in the coagulation sink. In many cases,10

e.g. biomass burning and direct anthropogenic emissions, sulphur dioxide and particle
emissions are emitted simultaneously, which could affect nucleation rates in subgrid
scales. An addition of a sub-grid emission scheme might be useful in these cases, but
for global climate simulations details to that level must be carefully considered.

5 Conclusions15

The simulations performed in this study show clearly that aerosol particle number con-
centrations and, perhaps more importantly, cloud droplet number concentrations in the
ECHAM5-HAM model are sensitive to the aerosol nucleation method used. Especially
in the boundary layer and upper troposphere, aerosol number concentrations differ
greatly depending on the choice of the nucleation mechanism. This sensitivity creates20

an additional problem for the global climate and earth system models to tackle the
problem of realistic aerosol forcing. By using activation-type nucleation and dynamic
BSOA method, we get a more realistic description of boundary-layer particle forma-
tion events: sulphuric acid activates some background species or ion forming clusters,
which grows to 3 nm with sulphuric acid condensation and after 3 nm with the help of25

biogenic organic vapors. This complete set of processes could allow to better cou-
ple vegetation changes and changes in BVOC emissions due to climate change as a
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feedback back to the aerosols and climate.
The comparisons to the observations show that activation nucleation is a very

promising way to improve the ECHAM5-HAM model closer towards the average val-
ues observed over different locations, although the results show high temporal vari-
ability with occasionally unrealistically high number concentrations in polluted areas5

CDNC comparisons to the satellite data show that even with the large uncertainties
associated with both nucleation and cloud activation, the direction of the changes is
clearly towards a better representation of aerosol number and cloud droplets number
concentration in the atmosphere.
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Table 1. Experiment names, nucleation methods and BSOA method of different experiments.
Experiment B is a reference simulation, since it is simulated with standard ECHAM5-HAM.

Experiment Nucleation method BSOA method

B Binary Standard ECHAM5-HAM
A0 Activation (A=2×10−7 s−1) and Binary Standard ECHAM5-HAM
A1 Activation (A=2×10−6 s−1) and Binary Standard ECHAM5-HAM
A2 Activation (A=2×10−5 s−1) and Binary Standard ECHAM5-HAM

AS1 Activation (A=2×10−6 s−1) and Binary Condensing BSOA (Yield 0.07)
AS2 Activation (A=2×10−6 s−1) and Binary Condensing BSOA (Yield 0.15)
S0 Binary Condensing BSOA (Yield 0.025)
S1 Binary Condensing BSOA (Yield 0.07)
S2 Binary Condensing BSOA (Yield 0.15)
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Table 2. Annual median number concentrations [cm−3] of aerosol sizes Dp>10 nm and
Dp>100 nm from observations and different experiments. On each row, closest model value
to observation is emphasized. Observational data is taken from CREATE aerosol database
(http://www.nilu.no/projects/ccc/create/database.htm), except for Himalaya.

Dp>10 nm Observation B A0 A1 A2 AS1 AS2 S0 S1 S2

Hyytiälä 1277a 713 1269 1590 1651 2161 2097 519 666 482
Melpitz 4405b 1908 4161 5307 6577 6415 6667 1983 1839 1808
Hohenheissenberg 2362c 2019 2773 3505 3676 4087 4313 1813 1747 1882
Zeppelin 133d 126 342 417 454 405 401 113 117 118
Mace Head 553e 298 701 1086 1174 1004 1033 264 298 291
Himalaya 2008f 1932 6216 8776 8904 9198 9529 1592 1640 1633
Pallas 267g 398 749 984 867 1447 1453 343 434 351
Dp>100 nm
Hyytiälä 489a 388 454 405 379 258 310 189 247 210
Melpitz 1557b 1001 1074 1045 1135 1037 1130 1040 917 932
Hohenheissenberg 718c 1299 1297 1320 1287 1165 1325 1148 1082 1211
Zeppelin 61d 22 31 34 34 27 24 18 22 19
Mace Head 135e 53 84 120 112 105 115 50 60 62
Himalaya 926f 1225 1429 1523 1832 1384 1349 1060 1072 1065
Pallas 104g 151 162 163 160 73 88 42 62 51

a Aalto et al., 2001, data from year 2000.
b Engler et al., 2007, data from year 2003.
c Birmili et al., 2003, data from year 2000.
d Ström et al., 2003, data from year 2003.
e O’Dowd et al., 1998, data from year 2003.
f Komppula et al., 2008∗, data from year 2006.
g Komppula et al., 2003, data from year 2001.
∗ Komppula M., Lihavainen, H., Hyvärinen, A.-P., Kerminen, V.-M., Panwar, T. S., Sharma, V. P., and Viisanen, Y.:
Physical properties of aerosol particles at a Himalayan background site in India, submitted to J. Geophys. Res., 2008.
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Table 3. Annual average CDNC [cm−3] in selected areas (as seen in Fig. 12) in different
experiments. The reference values are from Bennartz et al. (2006) and are results of two and
a half year averages of satellite observations. The simulated values which are within the error
estimates of reference values are shown in bold letters.

Experiment SAF SAM NAM NEA NAF

B 47 34 52 49 47
A0 88 79 99 89 108
A1 121 114 154 135 179
A2 155 155 176 151 224

AS1 123 120 155 133 188
AS2 118 120 143 136 173
S0 49 36 50 49 46
S1 46 37 53 45 45
S2 48 36 49 43 44

Reference value 95±23 77±36 96±26 129±23 95±23
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Fig. 1. Annual global averages of aerosol number concentrations as a function of altitude. Dot-
ted line represents nucleation mode concentration and solid line the total number concentration
neglecting nucleation mode.
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Fig. 2. Annual zonal average concentrations [cm−3 STP (1013.25 hPa, 273.15 K)] of (a) nu-
cleation mode aerosol number; (b) sum of Aitken mode number concentration; and (c) sum
of accumulation mode number concentration. Left panels show the Experiment B (standard
ECHAM-HAM); centre ones Experiment A1 (using activation nucleation in addition to the stan-
dard binary nucleation); and right panels show the ratio of the yearly averages for Experi-
ments B and A1. Notice the different color scales between figures.
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Fig. 3. Annual average nucleation rates [cm−3 s−1] in the surface layer using different values
for activation coefficient A.
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Fig. 4. Annual average nucleation mode number concentration [cm−3] in the surface layer.
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Fig. 5. Ratio (flux to soluble accumulation mode)/(flux to soluble Aitken mode) for biogenic
organics using dynamic BSOA formation mechanism (Experiment AS2). Standard ECHAM5-
HAM assumes a 1:1 ratio.
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Fig. 6. Fraction of biogenic organics condensing to soluble modes in Experiment AS2. In
standard ECHAM5-HAM, a constant fraction of 65% is assumed, however, in Experiment AS2,
grid box average is always above 65%.
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Fig. 7. Distribution of CDNC in annual average cloud-field in Experiments B and AS2.
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Fig. 8. Annual zonal average CDNC [cm−3] in Experiments B and AS2 and their difference.
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Fig. 9. Sensitivity of annual zonal average CDNC [cm−3] to the activation coefficient A.
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Fig. 10. Annual vertical average CDNC above land and remote oceans. Experiment B is in red;
Experiments with activation-type nucleation (A0, A1, A2) in blue; Experiments with dynamic
BSOA condensation, but only binary nucleation in magenta (S0, S1, S2); Experiments with
activation-type nucleation and dynamic BSOA condensation in green (AS1, AS2).
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Fig. 11. Annual average cloud-top CDNC in Experiments B (top) and AS2 (below). The scales
and specific areas (NAM, SAM, NAF, SAF and NEA) are chosen to match Fig. 5 of Bennartz et
al. (2006) for satellite measurements over 2.5 year period. The concentrations are only shown
over oceans for easy comparison with satellite data.
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